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Season 3, Episode 3
 PreviousNext 




None of the Above



Dawson is stunned when Eve presents him with a sneak peak at the PSAT test and everyone is tempted to cheat including Joey, whose scholarship is dependent on her SAT scores, and Andie, who is desperately fighting for acceptance to Harvard. But when the test is stolen, it's Pacey that Dawson accuses since he sees Pacey slipping back to his old ways. Meanwhile, Jack is insistent that the football team is purposely beating him down because he is gay.
Quest roles:
Brittany Daniel(Eve Whitman), Aubrey Dollar(Marcy Bender), Niklaus Lange(Rob Logan), Kelly Cheston(Madison Blacker), Obba Babatunde(Principal Howard Green), Michael Pitt(Henry Parker), Christy Jo Wilburn(Cheerleader Veronica), Keri Russell(Felicity Porter (archive footage) (uncredited)), Scott Speedman(Ben Covington (archive footage) (uncredited))


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
13 October 1999, 00:00
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